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ABSTRACT. With the increasing need to reduce greenhouse gas concentrations, afforestation and reforestation (A/R) projects are being implemented under the Kyoto Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and under the voluntary carbon (C) market. The specific objective of A/R C projects is to enhance terrestrial sinks. They could also provide low-income communities in developing countries with a source of revenue, as well as a number of ecological and social services. However, feasibility issues have hindered implementation of A/R CDMs. We propose enrichment planting (EP) in old fallow using high-value native timber species as a land-use alternative and a small-scale C projects opportunity. We present EP in the context of ongoing work in a poor indigenous community in eastern Panama. We consider economic risks and advantages and concordance with existing modalities under the compliance market. The potential storage capacity for EP at the site of our study was ~113 Mg C ha⁻¹, which is comparable to other land uses with high C storage, such as industrial teak plantations and primary forest. Because secondary forests show high aboveground biomass production, C projects using EP could harness large amounts of atmospheric C while improving diversity. Carbon projects using EP can also provide high levels of social, cultural, and ecological services by planting native tree species of traditional importance to local communities and preserving most of the secondary forest’s ecological attributes. Therefore, EP planting could be considered as a way to promote synergies between two UN Conventions: climate change and biodiversity.

SÍNTESIS

Con la necesidad apremiante de reducción de los gases de efecto invernadero, proyectos de aforstación y reforestación (A/R) pueden implementarse bajo el Mecanismo de Desarrollo Limpio del Protocolo de Kyoto (MDL) o en el contexto del mercado voluntario. El objetivo específico de los mercados de carbono, voluntario o de compromiso, es de estimular el almacenamiento de carbono terrestre. Además, los proyectos de carbono podrían presentar una oportunidad para cambiar prácticas de uso de la tierra y proteger la biodiversidad mientras se provee un ingreso a las comunidades de países en desarrollo para mantener servicios ambientales. Proponemos un enriquecimiento de plantación cubierta (EP) en rastrojos o bosques secundarios utilizando especies de maderas nativas preciosas como alternativa forestal y proyecto de carbono a pequeña escala. Los diferentes aspectos de implementación del A/R-MDL actual están tomados en cuenta. Discutimos la EP en el contexto de investigaciones continuas en la comunidad indígena Ipetí-Emberá en Panamá-Este. En nuestro sitio, el potencial de almacenamiento de carbono para la EP podría ser de 113 Mg C ha⁻¹, lo cual es comparable a otros usos del suelo como plantaciones de teca y bosque primario. Como los rastrojos presentan una alta producción de biomasa, proyectos de carbono con EP podrían acumular cantidades grandes de carbono atmosférico mientras se proveen beneficios socio-económicos. Al mismo tiempo EP podría mantener la estructura ecológica del bosque secundario y la biodiversidad promoviendo sinergias entre dos convenios: el de Biodiversidad y el de cambios climáticos.
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INTRODUCTION

Global environmental attention has increasingly focused on reducing the atmospheric concentration of greenhouse gas (GHG) out of concern for climate change. The Kyoto Protocol’s ratification in February 2005 allowed industrialized countries to meet part of their commitment of GHG reduction by trading “Certified Emissions Reductions” (CERs) produced from carbon (C)-reducing or C-avoiding projects known as “Clean Development Mechanisms” (CDMs) (United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) 2007) (see Table 1 for acronyms and definitions of CDM terms). These CDM projects are meant to help reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO₂) while also stimulating sustainable development in developing countries (Minang et al. 2008, Takimoto et al. 2008). The CDM activities recognized in the first commitment period of the Kyoto Protocol include afforestation and reforestation (A/R) projects (UNFCCC 2007).

In Latin America and elsewhere, A/R and “Payments for Environmental Services” (PES) projects could offer a way to change land-use patterns, increase C storage and stimulate sustainable development (Foley et al. 2007, Suyanto et al. 2007, Wunder and Albán 2008). However, a 3-year feasibility study of A/R CDMs in an indigenous community in eastern Panama found significant problems in its implementation (Coomes et al. 2008), as is also the case with many PES projects in the tropics (Wunder 2006). The financial costs and risks for the project were prohibitively high compared with the best alternative land use, cattle ranching. Although the total net revenue of the A/R CDM project was more profitable than cattle ranching, the annual revenue from cattle was higher in most years. The returns from the A/R CDM project would come mostly at the end of the 25-year term with the sale of the high-value teak (*Tectona grandis*) timber, making the potential economic gains distant and risky for asset-poor farmers. Given current economic circumstances and the scope of projects permitted under A/R CDM, alternative methods of C sequestration in the land-use sector are clearly necessary (Coomes et al. 2008). In order for A/R CDM projects to be attractive, the projects must provide benefits and financial stability comparable to other profitable land uses such as cattle ranching (Ibarra Gené 2007, Potvin et al. 2007a).

Land-use changes, especially tropical deforestation, account for roughly 25% of global GHG emissions (International Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) 2001). The importance of tropical deforestation for the global C cycle has been highlighted recently (Houghton 2005). As a consequence, a negotiation began under the UNFCCC in 2005 to look at positive incentives to reduce emissions from deforestation and forest degradation (REDD) in developing countries (Gullison et al. 2007). This negotiation was stimulated by the publication of the Stern Review on the economics of climate change (Stern 2007) that presented REDD as one of the most cost-efficient ways to mitigate the atmospheric CO₂ concentration. Decisions reached at the Conference of Parties to the UNFCCC in Bali in December 2007 confirm the renewed interest of climate change negotiators in the forest sector (Potvin and Bovarnick 2008). The Bali decisions opened the door to the inclusion of mechanisms to reward not only REDD, but also forest practices leading to incremental changes in C stocks. As negotiations are ongoing, modalities leading to the inclusion of REDD, or incremental changes in C stocks, have not yet been determined (Potvin and Bovarnick 2008). However, if REDD is associated with a form of direct payment or financial support, it could stimulate land-use changes maximizing C stocks. Researchers have argued that if small-scale farmers are compensated in exchange for forest being protected, economic and social benefits would follow (Ibarra Gené 2007, Suyanto et al. 2007, Coomes et al. 2008).

Intact forests are disappearing worldwide, causing massive species extinctions (Dirzo and Raven 2003). Conversely, secondary forest is a rapidly increasing land-cover type in the tropics as a result of deforestation by logging and conversion to pasture and agricultural land (Hughes et al. 1999, Foley et al. 2007). Secondary forests have high rates of biomass productivity during early succession, and therefore, have the “potential to assimilate and store relatively large fractions of the C and nutrients that are lost during deforestation and land use phases” (Hughes et al. 1999:1892). One of the underlying causes of deforestation and forest degradation is the market’s failure to adequately compensate landowners for the environmental services that their forests provide to society (Ibarra Gené 2007).

Here, we propose enrichment planting (EP) as a land-use alternative that provides an opportunity to
Table 1. List of acronyms used in CDM literature (UNFCCC 2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A/R</td>
<td>Afforestation and reforestation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/R AMS</td>
<td>Simplified baseline and monitoring methodologies for small-scale afforestation and reforestation project activities under the clean development mechanism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A/R CDM</td>
<td>Approved baseline and monitoring methodologies for afforestation and reforestation project activities under the clean development mechanism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>Clean development mechanism.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER</td>
<td>Certified emissions reductions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHG</td>
<td>Greenhouse gas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LULUCF</td>
<td>Land use, land-use change and forestry.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PES</td>
<td>Payments for environmental services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDD</td>
<td>Reducing emissions from deforestation and forest degradation in developing countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNFCCC</td>
<td>United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

reduce emissions from deforestation and forest degradation (Dalle et al. 2006). Enrichment planting introduces valuable timber species in existing, but degraded, secondary forest (Aide et al. 2000, International Tropical Timber Organization (ITTO) 2002, Martinez-Garza and Howe 2003, Paquette et al. 2006a). By doing so, EP protects secondary forests and uses the thinned overstory as shelterwood, defined as residual forest cover under which natural or artificial regeneration is managed after a partial cut (Ashton and Peters 1999). Much like agroforestry and “domestic forest,” EP combines both “artificial” planting and “natural” management of the existing forest matrix (shelterwood) by mimicking natural gap dynamics, and allows for the maintenance of a vegetation structure composed of different layers and complex assemblages of plants, thus retaining a forest character and associated biodiversity and ecological services (McComb et al. 1993, Hansen et al. 1995, Michon et al. 2007).

Enrichment planting can be successfully used to increase the value of secondary forests and prevent their conversion to other land uses, thus reducing deforestation (Montagnini et al. 1997, Dalle et al. 2006). We contend that EP could be an important land-use strategy in the context of the current international attempt to curb deforestation and forest degradation in developing countries. Enrichment planting projects present an interesting opportunity for C sequestration, currently under voluntary market frameworks and potentially under compliance markets in the future. In the present study, the C sequestration potential of EP is estimated and compared with that of other documented land uses. We focus on a current pilot project underway in eastern Panama to understand how C-offsetting projects can be established in a tropical indigenous community, as a science-based poverty alleviation and environmental conservation project.

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY AND CONCORDANCE WITH A/R CDM REGULATIONS

Current “land use, land-use change and forestry” (LULUCF) A/R projects under Kyoto include
native forest restoration, timber plantations, agroforests, and recovery of barren areas (Pearson et al. 2006). Various methodologies exist for A/R CDM projects. Small-scale A/R (A/R AMS) methodology is applicable to projects in low-income communities sequestering no more than 8000 Mg CO$_2$ year$^{-1}$, which can span between 200 and 1000 ha depending on species-related and environmental conditions (Pearson et al. 2006, UNFCCC 2006). Although concerns have been raised about the implementation of A/R CDM projects in resource-poor communities (Minang et al. 2008), the main advantage of the A/R AMS methodology is that it uses a simplified baseline and monitoring methodology to minimize the transaction costs of the project. Thus, it renders small socially beneficial projects more competitive compared with large-scale forestry projects such as industrial teak plantations (Smith and Scherr 2003). Some examples of induced land-use change through PES, such as C sequestration, have already demonstrated significant and lasting positive effects (DeClerck et al. 2006, Pagiola et al. 2007, Locatelli et al. 2008).

Currently, project areas for A/R CDMs must have been devoid of forest after 31 December 1989, with respect to the host country’s forest definition to determine land eligibility (UNFCCC 2006), in effect excluding most EP projects as legitimate CDM alternatives. Yet, small-scale EP projects present economic advantages over other A/R AMS types. The area to be planted does not require lengthy and widespread clearing and preparation before planting, thus reducing the start-up costs of the project (Lugo 1997). As such, planting can occur almost immediately after the project has begun, thus shortening the time lapse to the reception of payments for C sequestration. Tending of an enrichment plantation is required for the first few years to clear the planted lines (Adjers et al. 1995, Peña-Claros et al. 2002), but maintenance is subsequently limited to monitoring tree health and sustained growth, thus reducing labor costs in the future. Land preparation and tending can be carried out through local practices. By minimizing environmental disturbance, EP requires fewer initial costs and includes local communities from the outset of the project, therefore increasing its long-term economic viability. Much like mixed-species plantations, by using several species and maintaining at least some of the biodiversity present in secondary forests, EP yields more diverse forest products than monospecific stands, thus reducing farmers’ risks in unstable markets (Montagnini and Porras 1998). Furthermore, EP can benefit from additional certification for reaching environmental and socioeconomic goals (Pearson et al. 2006, Ibarra Gené 2007, Coomes et al. 2008). Lastly, it should be noted that although EP is also susceptible to some economic risks, for example fire hazard, these risks are shared by all forestry-type C-offset projects (Smith et al. 2000).

Although common in tropical EP literature, the success of this practice has been variable. Failures are generally attributed to insufficient stand preparation or tending, improper selection of planting stock, pest attacks, and high costs (ITTO 2002, Romell et al. 2008, Schultze 2008). Unfortunately, many ongoing projects do not report their results, rendering it impossible to learn from these experiences, even in the case of large projects such as those of the Face Foundation in Malaysia, Uganda, and Ecuador. Also, there is still much to be learned about the specifics of the many species that are available for planting (Davidson et al. 2002, Paquette et al. 2006b). Interestingly, the experience with EP in terms of increasing the wood volume and economic value of secondary forests has generally been more successful than in logged-over primary forests (ITTO 2002).

**CASE STUDY: ENRICHMENT PLANTING IN IPETÍ-EMBERÁ, PANAMA**

The Emberá indigenous community of Ipetí-Emberá is located in the watershed of Alto Bayano, in the Chepo District in the Province of Panama, Panama (78°30′–78°34′ W, 8°55′–9°00′ N) (Tschackert et al. 2007). The community landholding is composed of 3168 ha of communal land known as “tierra colectiva,” which is subdivided in 1–100 ha “parcelas” managed by individual households. A socioeconomic study conducted in Ipetí-Emberá in 2004 indicates that, at the time, per capita net income was on average US$200 (Tschakert et al. 2007), relying heavily on the use of natural resources.

Although agroforestry is a traditional Emberá agricultural practice, cattle ranching (Fig. 1) has become the fastest growing livelihood in this community, and is contributing to deforestation in the area and to global warming as part of a larger accumulative process (Kirby and Potvin 2007, Potvin et al. 2007b). Reforestation with native
species has been examined in the CDM framework to see if positive externalities could be brought to the community (Potvin et al. 2007b). These externalities include increasing biodiversity through increased forest cover and long-term economic benefits in the form of valuable timber as well as non-timber products (Kirby and Potvin 2007, Tschakert et al. 2007).

In Ipetí, EP pilot projects were established in old fallows (“rastrojo alto”), which are young secondary forests following agricultural abandonment (Fig. 2). These forests are of low diversity and almost devoid of both timber and tree species traditionally used by the Emberá (Tschakert et al. 2007). The most probable use for these areas in the foreseeable future in Ipetí is either to let them grow with no silvicultural input to improve biodiversity and services, or to cut them for cattle ranching (Potvin et al. 2007b). Three EP plantations have been established since 2005 and nurseries were initiated for future plantations as small voluntary C projects for individuals or institutions wanting to offset their CO₂ emissions.

The first plantation (September 2005; Fig. 2) had an experimental design composed of cleared strips of 1 m, 3 m, and 6 m (two of each), with preserved strips of 6 m between them and 39–45 planted trees in each (245 trees in total). The original forest, now comprising the matrix between the planting strips, was 15 m high on average, with individual trees topping at 24 m. Third-year results (February 2008) indicate that, although strip width significantly improved height growth (Table 2; p = 0.0049), important differences remained between species (p < 0.0001), with strip width having the greatest effect on Diphysa robinioides followed by Dalbergia retusa. Although survival varied greatly between species, a common phenomenon in tropical EP plantations (Ådjers et al. 1995, Peña-Claros et al. 2002). Competing vegetation in the planting strips is never allowed to resprout, with much reduced height growth, several died. The road and fire killed 18 additional trees (not included in the mortality analysis).

Tending was carried out primarily when we actively visited the plantation to evaluate it in March and June 2006, February and October 2007, and February 2008. The minimal amount of tending, combined with the 2007 fire, most likely contributed to somewhat lower height growth and survival ratios than expected. It is difficult for villagers to allocate scarce resources to the maintenance of the plantations. This first pilot project with a poor indigenous community did provide much insight into the necessary conditions for such projects to be successful. Most importantly, the projects must be explicitly included in CDM contracts in which tending duties are detailed and payments made after verification. Takimoto et al. (2008) had similar observations and underlined the importance of training and support, especially in the first years.

A protocol was, therefore, established for future projects on “parcelas” with comparable secondary forest. Strips 6 m wide are first cleared using machetes, separated by 6-m strips of original vegetation left untouched, thus ensuring enough space for the development of crowns. Palms and trees of value for the community are preserved. Seedlings of alternating species are then planted every 3 m on two rows in the cleared strips, thus planting more than enough trees to account for mortality and the selection of the most productive and well-conformed individuals.

Tending is done by clearing all vegetation in a 1-m radius around young trees and removing all vegetation taller than the planted trees in the strips twice a year or more, depending on the amount of regrowth, for the first 2 to 4 years. This is common in tropical strip-planting literature (Adjers et al. 1995, Peña-Claros et al. 2002). Competing vegetation in the planting strips is never allowed to
Fig. 1. Cattle ranching has become the fastest-growing livelihood in Ipeti and elsewhere in Central America. Cattle ranching provides much-needed income to local populations and acts as easy-to-cash savings in rural communities with no access to credit. It is also a leading cause of deforestation in the area and contributes to global warming.

COMPARING CARBON STOCKS OF ALTERNATIVE LAND USES

In the humid tropics, alternative land uses have been found to differ in terms of C stocks (Fig. 3). Kirby and Potvin (2007) found that forests store 57% more C per hectare than agroforests and 86% more than pastures. This is particularly interesting given the fact that the forests surveyed would be considered “non-intact,” as they are actively managed and selectively logged (albeit, at low intensity) for timber and non-timber forest products. The now common land use of pasture for cattle ranching provides negligible C storage, whereas agroforestry has intermediate C stocks (Table 3). Industrial teak plantations, which are extensively planted in
Central America, have substantial storage ability (Kraenzel et al. 2003; Fig. 3). Young native species plantations in Costa Rica and Panama are also already showing good storage potential, especially when mixed (Montagnini and Porras 1998, Potvin and Gotelli 2008).

Secondary forests have high rates of biomass productivity, especially during early succession (Silver et al. 2000), comparable to those of intensive tree plantations (Lugo 1997; Fig. 3). Aboveground biomass and C accumulation are positively correlated with time since abandonment (Hughes et al. 1999) (Table 3). In fact, secondary forests have been found to have greater potential for C sequestration, and larger C pools, than even primary forests (Lugo and Brown 1992, Marin-Spiotta et al. 2007).

Simple calculations suggest that EP in secondary forests could provide an interesting means of conserving C stocks. At establishment, the system
Table 2. Third-year height of surviving trees (cm) (September 2005–February 2008) from the Ipetí plantation and ANOVA results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Strip width (m)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Tukey HSD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalbergia retusa</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphysa robinoides</td>
<td>217</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hymenea courbaril</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swietenia macrophylla</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Two-level ANOVA $R^2 = 0.38; p < 0.0001; N = 117$. Width x species interaction not significant ($p = 0.4878$). Anacardium excelsum transplants had very high mortality and were not included in the analysis.

Quantitative data on EP, especially from the large-scale and well-established projects, is needed to confirm these estimates.

Enrichment planting preserves the forested land that serves as the matrix between rows of planted trees, allowing this existing shelterwood to age naturally. Planting trees also enriches the land and improves its productivity, concentrating the primary production and storing C for the long term in high-value, longer-living tree species. This is known to occur naturally in forests as part of succession (Kirby and Potvin 2007), as well as in plantations (Montagnini and Porras 1998), as some tree species naturally account for a disproportionate amount of C storage in both.

GOING BEYOND CARBON

In addition to C storage, alternative land uses can also be evaluated more holistically, looking at the services they provide (DeClerck et al. 2006), including biodiversity protection, improvement, or recovery (Parrotta 1995, Smith and Scherr 2003, Kirby and Potvin 2007), water quality and flow regulation, erosion, climate, and disease regulation (Bennett and Balvanera 2007, Foley et al. 2007). There are also many social services to consider, including cultural services, food and timber production (Bennett and Balvanera 2007), local...
Fig. 3. Aboveground (ABG) carbon storage of various land-use types in the humid tropics. Carbon storage is based on average rotation periods for each land-use type, i.e., the time over which carbon is stored. An average value was computed when more than one source was available (range represented with error bars). Enrichment-planting value was estimated from averaged teak monoculture plantation and secondary forest (>40 years) values. Additional information, references and timescales available in Table 2.

- Forest
- Secondary forest >20 years
- Agroforest
- Pasture
- Teak plantation
- Enrichment planting

In terms of social services, the alternative land uses again vary substantially. Protected primary forest provides low social services, as it excludes human activity and management. In contrast, agroforest is a traditional land use and provides important cultural services for many indigenous people, subsistence consumption, the possibility of income generation, and full influence of local people over land-management decisions. Cattle ranching is an introduced practice: it provides no cultural services or food production. It is, however, economically advantageous (Coomes et al. 2008). Similarly, teak monocultures provide no cultural services or food production. The social benefits come from the timber and income...
Table 3. Values, references, and timescales for aboveground (ABG) C storage for different land-use types in the humid tropics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land-use type</th>
<th>ABG C (Mg ha(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Period (years) *</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>80 †</td>
<td>Marín-Spiotta et al. (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>172; 155; 191; 264 †</td>
<td>Hughes et al. (2000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>235</td>
<td>Kirby and Potvin (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agroforest</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Kirby and Potvin (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasture</td>
<td>14; 23; 14; 4.4; 3.9; 3.1; 18 †</td>
<td>Hughes et al. (2000)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>Kirby and Potvin (2007)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teak plantation</td>
<td>98; 128; 122; 94</td>
<td>Kraenzel et al. (2003)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary forest</td>
<td>24; 62; 45; 83; 125 †</td>
<td>Marín-Spiotta et al. (2007)</td>
<td>10; 20; 30; 60; 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.1; 28; 17; 51; 11; 137; 41; 129; 104; 122; 136</td>
<td>Hughes et al. (1999)</td>
<td>0.5; 4; 8; 8; 10; 16; 20; 20; 26; 30; 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrichment planting</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>Our estimate</td>
<td>Planted trees: 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sec. forest: &gt;40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Forest, agroforest, and pasture assumed to hold a constant quantity of C. † C content calculated from biomass and ratio of C content.

production. However, financial security is low, because income is only generated at harvest age of 20 years or so.

The shifting nature of tropical land use may mean that the high C-mitigating capacity of secondary forest is temporary. Carbon offset projects using EP could provide incentives to protect secondary forest and harness its C-sequestration capacity more permanently. Such projects could also introduce social benefits that are lacking in protected forest. In terms of ecological services, EP provides biodiversity recovery and improvement by reintroducing native species, allowing growth of the shelterwood, and providing restored natural habitat for wildlife (Berger 1993, Parrotta 1995, Gullison et al. 2007). In fact, many tree species native to Panama have the potential to become high-quality timber, but may perform better in a shaded environment than in open plantations (Wishnie et al. 2007). In addition, many high-quality timber species also have disproportionate C storage capacity (Foley et al. 2007, Kirby and Potvin 2007). Shelterwood may also improve the height growth and trunk shape by maintaining the vertical structure of the forest (Schütz 2001, Wishnie et al. 2007). These are important attributes for timber because trees not only sequester more C, but also produce valuable timber that can be harvested to produce furniture, housing, and other long-lasting products in which C will remain stored. The Face Foundation projects are good examples of how EP can be used
to restore degraded forest while providing protection to the landscape through the voluntary C market (Bebber et al. 2002, Butler 2007, Wunder and Albán 2008). In the context of developing countries’ need for economic growth we believe that EP could provide a better ecological alternative than monoculture planting, which has been recently advocated in the context of increased protection of tropical forests (Cyranoski 2007).

Because of the many species planted and the conservation of the matrix, EP makes for a highly diversified plantation system compared with typical row plantations, especially monocultures. Although the ecological benefits are obvious, recent debates also suggest that such systems may also be more productive (DeClerck et al. 2006), through facilitation (Brooker et al. 2008) and optimal use of ecological niches, a process known as complementarity (Erskine et al. 2006, Kelty 2006). There is also increasing interest in evaluating the potential role of species diversity in promoting ecosystem services and resiliencies (Loreau et al. 2001, Cardinale et al. 2006). Some positive effects of biodiversity in tropical plantations have already been demonstrated (Montagnini and Porras 1998, Piotto et al. 2004, Potvin and Gotelli 2008).

It seems clear that EP can provide substantial social services. The trees planted are culturally significant and chosen by the local people who will provide for their care. The local participants have strong influence over land-management decisions and retain control over the land, an important issue in current debates (Gullison et al. 2007, Michon et al. 2007). Highly valuable timber or non-timber products can be sold or used locally for construction or artisanal products sold at markets (e.g., “cocobolo” carvings) (Velásquez Runk et al. 2004). Furthermore, EP generates income in that the landholders are compensated for management under both CDM protocols or the voluntary market, a recognized option to sustain viable forestry practices in pressured forests (Gullison et al. 2007, Ibarra Gené 2007).

This method provides promising ecological, social, and economic benefits compared with other land-use types such as monoculture plantations and cattle ranching. Such plantings can favor the conservation of the enriched secondary forest (Dalle et al. 2006). The potential of EP is further increased by its excellent C storage potentials, high involvement of local people, and low initialization and transaction costs in the context of A/R AMS. Overall, EP may be a viable option for either the voluntary C market or for A/R CDM and may allow increased implementation of such valuable projects.

**CONCLUSION**

Carbon stocks in Ipetí and elsewhere in the tropics are already decreasing, as forest land is being cleared for land-intensive economic activities like cattle ranching (Potvin et al. 2007b). Enrichment planting, on the other hand, protects existing stands and associated ecological services and enriches them with valuable species. It brings value to degraded forest making it worth maintaining rather than further degrading it by turning it into pasture for cattle. This effect was demonstrated elsewhere, e.g., in the Maya Zone of Quintana Roo, Mexico (“Plan Piloto Forestal;” Dalle et al. 2006). With global climate change, continuing rapid tropical deforestation, and the compromised economic state of many developing countries, it is necessary to find feasible and effective alternatives to current A/R CDM options that are consistent with the livelihoods of local partakers. Enrichment planting, as it has been presented in this paper, is one such alternative.

Enrichment planting can also accelerate the return of a productive forest capable of sustaining economic and social activities of small poor communities, thus diminishing pressure on primary forests. In order for EP to be used for C-offsetting projects, more data are needed, especially from the older, large-scale projects now in place. We also need REDD, A/R CDM, voluntary C markets, and PES credits to be admissible for such projects carried out in secondary forests, so as to make them attractive for small-scale producers and offer them the support needed to achieve conservation, production of services, and sequestration objectives.

We have been working in Ipetí-Emberá almost continuously since 1997. The work done with the community raised awareness of environmental degradation and motivated a search for land-use alternatives. This openness to technological innovation almost certainly helped the community adopt EP as a legitimate land use. The extent to which EP may be applied successfully in other social contexts remains to be determined. We propose that EP might be especially interesting for indigenous communities because they, traditionally, have stronger cultural ties with forested landscape
than with pasture. It would be interesting to replicate the experiment in other indigenous and non-indigenous communities to see how robust the benefits that we identified really are.

Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol14/iss1/art31/responses/
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